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COMMITTEES:
If you would be interested in serving on a
committee, please contact Dr. Andrew Biondo
314-394-3045 or Paula Huff 314-725-2020
2017-2018 Committees:
Membership: Dr. Mary Beth Rhomberg
Dr. Kevin Lydon
Contact Lens: Dr. Nick Castellano and
Dr. Rachel Merriman
Technology: Dr. Daniel Purvis
Co-Management: Peter Jacques, UMSL Class of 2019
MO State Board: Dr. Kurt Finklang
MOA Trustees: Dr. Steven Rosen and Dr. Jason Riley
UMSL: Dr. Larry Davis

Thank You SynergEyes and Kerry
Robbers for Sponsoring our November
Meeting!

Continuum of Care: Specialty Contact Lenses
for Astigmatism and Beyond
Presented by: Erin Sullivan, O.D.
Submitted by: Dan Friederich, O.D.
We have many excellent options
nowadays for lenses that are very breathable,
and a lot has changed in the last 15 years in the
world of scleral lenses. The more you fit sclerals,
the better you get at it. There are also hybrid
lenses and soft lenses for keratoconus. “CL
Hoppers” are patients that have been
everywhere, seen multiple doctors, and have
never been happy. Patients with greater than
2.50 D of cylinder need something better than a
soft toric lens. A lot of people in our instant
gratification society do not want to take the time
to acclimate to GPs, and hybrids are a good
option for these patients. Setting expectations is
key to success when fitting specialty lenses for
presbyopia and astigmatism. Hybrid lenses are
an attractive option when patients are
complaining about vision not being crisp enough
with soft lenses.
Earlier stages of keratoconus can be
addressed with soft toric lenses and regular GPs.
Moderate and severe levels of keratoconus
necessitate hybrid (Ultra Health), soft keratoconic
lenses or scleral lenses. The scleral family is
composed of semi-scleral (13.6-15.0mm), minisclerals (15.0-18.0mm) and full sclerals
(>18.1mm). The hybrid family of lenses consists
of a hard GP center and a soft skirt with a
14.5mm diameter. Synergeyes lenses do have
UV protection. Soft keratoconus lenses include
Novakone by Alden and Kerasoft by B&L.
Empirical ordering can save a lot of time
The new Synergeyes scleral lens
(Synergeyes VS) has a toric periphery that is
standard on the whole set. Having multiple scleral
landing zone (SLZ) options can make the lenses
much easier to fit. The hash mark on the lens
indicates the flat meridian and then 90 degrees
away if the steep meridian. They do have a
symmetrical option if you need one, but Dr.
Sullivan has not needed one yet. The fitting
philosophy has you start at the scleral landing
zone, followed by checking the apical clearance,
mid-periphery and over-refraction. Dr. Sullivan
has noticed that patients have a much easier time
##### Continue on Next Page####
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removing these lenses. When looking at the fit on
OCT, the tear layer/vault should be about the
same size as the thickness of the lens (~200
microns). Peripheral edge lift will immediately
make the lens uncomfortable, whereas a lens that
is too tight in the periphery will feel good to the
patient until about seven hours later. Striking a
balance between too tight in the periphery and
too flat can be referred to as a snug hug (not too
tight and not too loose). When you change one
parameter of the lens it does not necessarily
require you to change other parameters of the
lens to compensate.
Because of the Synergeyes VS having
hash marks and being very stable in the eye,
adding front surface toric power to the lens is less
intimidating. A PMD patient case report was
presented, showing the strengths of the variable
SLZ options. And there was also a “surprise case”
of a former fruste keratoconus patient that we all
know - Kerry Robbers! Kerry had never been a
crisp 20/20 and finally had a topography
performed, revealing mild keratoconus. A second
attempt pair of Synergeyes VS have been
ordered for her because she had a
##################

Technology:
Submitted by: Daniel Purvis, O.D.
The FDA just approved Bausch+Lomb's new
glaucoma drug, Vyzulta
According to B&L, it is a "nitric oxide-donating
prostaglandin F2- alpha analog" that uses two
different mechanisms of action.
The prostaglandin analogue increases
aqueous outflow via the uveoscleral pathway
and it also acts as a nitric oxide donor which
helps additional outflow through the trabecular
meshwork and Schlemm's canal.
Dosing is one drop once a day, and in clinical
trials when compared to Timolol .5% and
Xalatan, a greater IOP was found with Vyzulta.
Studies (APOLLO and LUNAR) showed an
average of 32% reduction with Vyzulta
B&L hopes to make Vyzulta available by year's
end.
**********************************

MOA Report
Presented by: Dr. Steven Rosen and
Dr. Jason Riley
Our own Dr. Tom Cullinane made his "official"
MOA presidential visit at our November meeting.
Also in attendance was Dr. LeeAnn Barrett, the
MOA's Executive Director. Tom spoke about
upcoming legislation that may be presented for
the 2018 Missouri legislative session. The MOA is
interested in some type of Patient Protection law
that would prohibit Opternative and similar
companies from operating in Missouri as they
represent a threat to the health of people in need
of eye care. President Cullinane also discussed
the MOA Diabetic Initiative that would enlighten
the state's PCPs of the help optometry can give
and standardize reporting forms.
Tom also talked about goals he has for his
term in office. He would like to work through the
North Central States AOA regional body to
introduce a Resolution to stretch the time for new
graduates to work their way into full dues.
Currently, full dues are assessed at 5 years but
are getting expensive at 3 or 4. Tom would like to
see the schedule extended to 10 years. In
addition, Tom addressed the confusion between
vision plans and medical insurance. He feels the
AOA should push medical plans to incorporate
our care into their plan, eliminating vision plans.
Tom also spoke about the MOA's desire to
change the Missouri Optometry statutes to an
"exclusionary" law that would be specific about
things an optometrist cannot do, thereby
permitting everything else. This would allow us to
do new things in the future that are not
specifically prohibited now. A few states now
have this kind of a law, but it can take many years
to get it changed. Therefore, we should start work
towards this goal.
Work continues on finalizing the MOA's vision
insurance plan that would reintroduce a quality
vision plan for state employees. This plan also
has the potential to become a popular alternative
to vision plans now in the market. You would
need to be an MOA member to be participating
provider.
***************************************

Welcome New Members:
Katie Loock, O.D.
Alex McClure, O.D.

Thank You President Tom Cullinane!
Looking forward to what you and the
MOA accomplish this next year!

***********************************
Do You Know Who Your State
representative is!
Please go to house.mo.gov.
On the lower left there is place to put your zip code and
you can find out who it is! All nine digits are preferable but
the site will show maps if you only know 5 digits. PLEASE
SEND YOUR RESULTS TO STEVE ROSEN,
srosenod@aol.com!

********************************

Missouri Job Opportunities:
http://www.moeyecare.org/resources/jobopportunities/

Valuable MOA links:
MOA website, http://www.moeyecare.org/
AOA website, http://www.aoa.org/?sso=y
TAYE website,
http://thinkaboutyoureyes.com/aoa

CALENDAR AND
UPCOMING EVENTS
December 12, 2017
Annual Holiday Party
See Below For Details
Space is limited!
December 6, 2017
Pepose Vision CE Dinner
See Below for Details
January 9, 2018
Monthly meeting back at
The Marriott West

DINNER AND SEMINAR
2 hour CE
Wednesday, December 6, 2017
Time: 6:00 pm
Dinner: EdgeWild Restaurant & Winery
550 Chesterfield Center
Chesterfield, MO 63017
Presenter: Dr. Jay Pepose
Medical Director Pepose Vision Institute
The Shingles Vaccine and Zoster Ophthalmicus
Presenter: Dr. Mujtaba Qazi
Director Clinical Studies, Pepose Vision
Institute
Pharmacology of Commonly Prescribed Ophthalmic
Medications
For more information and to RSVP
please contact Elena LaPlante
at 636.534.5133 or elaplante@peposevision.com
Please bring your CE tracking numbers

Space is Limited

